Omnyway uses CloudGuard Dome9 to provide secure devops for its retail mobile

“Speed is a key benefit in secure DevOps, but teams often think that there’s a tradeoff between speed and security. That’s not always the case. With CloudGuard Dome9’s Dynamic Access Leases, we were able to provide just-in-time access for our DevOps teams to allow for rapid yet secure access which was a major enabler for our IT operations.”

— Robert Berger,
CTO & SVP Engineering
Omnyway

Omnyway is a born-in-the-cloud advanced mobile shopping and payment platform that provides retailers with the ability to offer their customers a complete digital shopping experience with the use of their smartphone for all aspects of their buying journey.

Challenge
- Visibility into the security infrastructure at scale to better secure their AWS environment.
- Provide flexible access to ports for their developers and yet maintain maximum security.
- Automate scanning of its environment that provided continuous compliance reporting along with security best practices.

Solution
Check Point CloudGuard Dome9 Clarity
Check Point CloudGuard Dome9 Active Protection
Check Point CloudGuard Dome9 Compliance and Governance

Results
- Accelerated time-to-market using comprehensive security and compliance automation solutions.
- Provided DevOps team with time-limited, on-demand access to services and ports, enabling platform innovation.
- Automated continuous compliance for easy identification of issues to quickly correct them.

Learn more at:
https://www.checkpoint.com/customer-stories/omnyway/